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- Organ Retrieval /  Transportation

- Recuperation / Repatriation

- Escort Transportation

- Visitor Transportation

- Minor Children / Grandchildren 

Return
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- Mortal Remains Transport

- Worldwide Coverage

- Pet Return

- Non-Emergent Ground 

Transportation

- Enhanced Visitor Transportation

- Extended Care Incidentals

- Grandchild Protection

- Coordination / Assistance of 

Medical Payments

- Companion Return Transportation

MASA (Medical Air Services Association) began offering 
emergency air coverage in 1974. Since then, we?ve become 
the undisputed leader in all emergency transportation. 
Today, we are a global organization with 18 international 
locations, providing protection to 2 million members 
worldwide.

In the crucial hours after an accident, nothing else matters 
besides your health and well-being. Every second counts 
and everyone in the situation knows it. Those are just a few 
of many reasons why EMS personnel don?t take the time to 
look up your insurance and make sure treatment fits your 
plan.

MASA Members enjoy full coverage and peace of mind 
when it comes to emergency transportation. No matter 
where you are, what happens or why you need help, we 
take the bill and leave you with a $0 balance.

Help When You Need It
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I am thrilled that I joined MASA. It is 

probably the smartest thing I have ever 

done! Last year I was flown from my ER 

to a hospital 200 miles away. It was a 

scary time, but I never had to worry 

about the transportation costs. As a 

matter of fact I never saw a bill for the 

airplane, which I later found out cost 

$79,999. I did receive a small bill for the 

ambulance transportation, but I sent it 

to MASA and it was also covered.

- K. Jorgensen

Emergency transportation is extremely expensive and 
if your provider is out-of-network, you become 
responsible for a majority of the bill. Recently, The New 
York Times reported that 51% of all ground ambulance 
rides result in out-of-network charges. Essentially, that 
means you have a 50/50 chance of being billed 
thousands of dollars after an emergency?  And that?s 
not even including your copay or deductible.

With 1-out-of-10 people making an emergency call 
each year, the threat of receiving an out-of-network 
emergency bill is very real. But, don?t worry. MASA MTS 
offers a variety of memberships to protect you and 
your family from excessive emergency charges. Our 
members enjoy full coverage no matter where you are, 
what happens, or why you need help. In the event you 
need ground medical transport or emergency air 
transport, we will take your bills and protect you from 
excessive charges. It doesn?t matter who picks you up, 
local, state, in-network or out-of-network ambulance, 
we have you covered!

We Have You Covered!

My husband and I purchased MASA 

several years ago when we decided to 

go on the road in our motorhome full 

time. It was the best decision that we 

ever made. It gives PEACE OF MIND. We 

would truly recommend MASA. We had 

to call on their services several times 

and they were always there to help. 

Thank you all so much.

- J. Richter

What does MASA Global give me for my 

membership fee every month? Peace of 

mind. That?s what!

- D. Solomun
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